
ARE LUKERS STILL LEARNING

Lebron's lakers are to start the season, that's the same whether you're a 10 -year veteran or a second-year upstart
who's still learning the ropes just ask.

Jen Luker: It should, but I also want to task in there an extra little note while we're talking about it. Marcy
Sutton actually said a few years ago she applied for a conference with an accessibility talk and the response
back was they rejected her because it was a problem that was already solved. And because of the fact that
that's how she learned how to code those pieces when she applied for her first job, she used those same code
examples and they included alt tags and they included aria tags for certain things and roll tags, and the
response back from the company was, wow, you really care about accessibility. So, it's definitely a
conservative number. If you're in planning meetings, if you're It doesn't just work from development. Is it
important for people just to make small steps forward if they can't do the whole ball of wax. And then those
are accessible too because they've passed your accessibility audits as you've written them. If you're sitting in a
hotel or a hospital, for instance, and trying to connect to the internet, you're going to learn very fast how easy
it is for even first world countries to lose internet access or to have access that's so low it makes everything
painful. Jen Luker: Accessibility has really started to get a lot of play in the last few years. Based on people
with lower vision, people with color blindness and just a lot of other vision issues, that color contrast is very,
very important. And I'm also taking notes because I feel like this is something that we can actively start doing
with your recommendation. People are excited and interested and I feel like as developers, there's a large
portion of us that want to make the web a better place and that's something that motivates us even beyond
higher salaries and all that sort of thing, which is nice, too, but it gives you a broader purpose, just the idea that
we're building towards, we're part of the solution, instead of being part of the problem. Jen Luker: Up until
very, very recently, it felt like accessibility is one of those things everybody loves to ignore, so everyone was
willing to clap and cheer when it comes to conference talks, they're excited that these things are available, and
then they go back to their desks and nothing happens with it. All she knew was that when you code, this is
how it's supposed to be done. The best thing is that Amy is not alone in her journey! It's like they'll use you
over anyone else because you're the only one they can use. Pure lurkers more often are motivated by the fact
that the community is the only place to find a certain kind of content, while moderators and contributors are
motivated by either duty or feelings of attachment. It can be a competitive advantage for a business. Another
one is to have high enough contrast on your website so that people with other vision disabilities like being
color blind can see those contrasts. So, it's their business to make sure that the audits that we run are successful
and that they don't provide false positives. I've tried Lighthouse, I haven't tried that one yet. But they have
extensive articles on literally how to go in and implement these solutions. In the past, I've been guilty of that
myself, just kind of sitting there silently and building what we're told to build and not expressing that, but
that's one of the coolest things about being a developer to me is there's always something new to learn and
something to improve in a way that we can make our trade and our craft better for more people in a way that is
accessible, frankly. Jen Luker: It is more. An Internet community is seen as a public good because it is a pool
of data to which people may, if they choose, separately contribute information. That only covers people with
enough visual disability to need a screen reader, but there's plenty of other physical disabilities that make how
you interact with the web useful for accessibility purposes. Joel Hooks: Yeah, I've interacted with some of
their articles that they have. It's definitely an entire business and anyone in the business can be the champion.
Our authors come from a range of disciplines and backgrounds, and everything they write educates me! Jen
Luker: Oh absolutely. The nature of the topic may be responsible for the difference in the number of lurkers.
But that's not the norm even for the global usage, I wouldn't think.


